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a row of icicles
blue sky and sunshine
dripping from the eaves

Simon Hanson

on Earth Day, deep breaths
for the scent of it

Lorin Ford

see how overnight
the apple orchard’s turned
all blossom

Polona Oblak

I open my journal
to a blank page

Maureen Virchau

the boy carrying
the sousaphone
almost disappears

Paul MacNeil

Friday school shooter
with his father’s gun

Pauline O’Carolan
red tailed hawks
ride out the winter
in a big oak

Michael Henry Lee

again, steep beach erosion
after lashing waves

Barbara A. Taylor

bouillabaisse
chalked on the board
as plat du jour

Marion Clarke

at a table the couple
whispers in French

Carmen Sterba

the Beckhams
laugh off rumours
of impending divorce

Andrew Shimield

to imitate the love manual
we bend in strange new ways

Paul MacNeil
on Forbidden Peak
a summer evening’s
rosy glow

Judt Shrode

around the birdbath
snails cooling their heels

Carol Jones

ma’am,
just your license
and registration, please

Betty Shropshire

cornucopia celebrates
a daughter’s safe return

Jackie Maugh Robinson

the full moon
passes over a beaver dam
crammed with roots

Liz Ann Winkler

tempting piles
of crisp colored leaves

Mary Kendall